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OVERVIEW

This work deals with sparse rewards challenges in
reinforcement learning (RL), especially when a goal
is dynamic (e.g., to grasp a moving object).
We present Dynamic Hindsight Experience Replay
(DHER), a novel approach that automatically as-
sembles successful experiences from two relevant
failures.
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The proposed tasks with dynamic goals (red ob-
jects). Arrow indicates the movement of a goal.
The first row indicates initial states. The second
row indicates final states.
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Simulation Physics environment

Universal Robots UR10 with a gripper
RealSense Camera SR300

METHODOLOGY
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RL with experience replay
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•Search: given a failed episode, for its achieved goal trajectory, we try to find a desired goal trajectory
from other episodes that could match it.

•Match: we assemble a new episode by matching the achieved goal trajectory of the given episode to the
desired goal trajectory of the founded one.

EXPERIMENTS

•DDPG + DHER, the proposed method.
•DDPG, which is a model-free RL algorithm for continuous control [Lillicrap et al., 2015]. It learns a
deterministic policy by using a stochastic counterpart to explore in the training.

•DDPG + HER, which improves the replay buffer of DDPG by the hindsight experience
replay [Andrychowicz et al., 2017].

•DDPG (dense), which employs the negative distance (−d) as dense rewards.
•DDPG (dense-2), which employs the negative distance (−d) as dense rewards if d ≥ ε. However, if
d < ε (i.e., success) it uses (−d + 1.0) as rewards. 1.0 is a bonus.

SIM TO REAL ADAPTATION
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Transfer

CONCLUSION

•We introduced a novel technique that assembles
successful experience from a couple of failures.

•DHER ( Dynamic Hindsight Experience Replay)
is able to address the tasks with sparse rewards
and dynamic goals.

•Our technique can be combined with an
arbitrary off-policy RL algorithm and we
experimentally demonstrated that with DQN
and DDPG.

• It is the first time that an agent is allowed to
learn from assembled experience from two
failures.
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